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Over more than 100 years, bullet proof car has been protecting the most vulnerable people from all kind of attacks. The modus operandi of these armored cars is to keep the occupants as well as their valuables protected from all kind of assaults like grenade attack or bullet attack. The armored cars are made bulletproof by armoring it very strongly. Depending on the level of protection that one wants from their vehicle, the armoring can be carried out accordingly.

Remain Protected with Bulletproof Vehicles

Traveling in an armored car from a dangerous situation without getting harmed may seem to be like a scene straight away from a movie. However, it is true. You can easily run away from any dangerous situation is a safe manner when you have a bullet proof car by your side. Most importantly, not even a small wound would appear on your body. Well, this is possible because of the high end technical features that come with the bulletproof vehicles. In fact, you can easily modify your luxurious SUV into an armored one and get high level of protection from all kind of assaults.

How the Bulletproof Vehicles Can Protect You?

Before you delve deep into the question how an armored car can protect you, you need to know if you really need a bulletproof vehicle or not. If you are rich and famous, you must have an armored car by your side. They can provide you high level of protection from threats as well as keep you safe from the prying eyes of the shutterbugs.

As you might know the basic goal of a bullet proof car is to provide safety and protection to the occupants. So the primary process of armoring the car starts from a basic level.[image: bullet proof car]

Body: The body parts of the car are disassembled and the interior of the car is attacked with light weight armoring. This prevents anything like bullets to metal fragments from penetrating inside. The body panels are hardened in order to protect the body from any kind of explosions.

Tires: In order to help a bullet proof car escape from any kind of mishaps or assaults, flat tires should be inserted. With runflats being inserted it can help any car to travel a minimum distance of 80 miles even after the tires get flat.

Glass: Most glass panels of a car are replaced with bullet resistant glass. Using high-tech armoring methods polycarbonate and glass fusion sheets are layered to make it bulletproof. Having a bulletproof glass installed on the front, back, and sides can keep the occupants protected from attacks.

Secret Exit:A bulletproof cat can come with a secret exit so that occupants can exit from the vehicle when facing any attack.



The world is now witnessing a high amount of crime rate and untoward incidents. With the rise of the deadly weapons, it has become important for important personnel’s remain protected from the deadly ammunitions. Thus, this has lead to the increasing use of high-end and sophisticated bullet proof car. The cars can provide safe passage to the people from any kind of danger very easily. Read this amazing article on how the choose the best armored trucks for yourself!
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			Transportation business is a huge sector with lots of disciplines. People who are in the supply chain & logistic sector heavily rely on transporting goods via trucks and cargos. Till now, mainly two major categories of truck operators are in vogue:

	Private trucking or cargo operations
	Hire carriers


To be honest, the later one is currently ruling the roost. Transportation services like Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga offer their clients a gamut of benefits for maximum business convenience. Precisely, transportation service has become an essential part of B2B service. So, a lot of businessmen are currently opting for truck hiring service instead of buying the beasts.

[image: Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga]

With improved technology and greater innovations, the rental services offer a plethora of benefits to the business directly & indirectly. If you are planning to opt for such a service, then it’s time you deserve to know the benefits.

Scroll down to get a snapshot of the following major benefits that you can enjoy by hiring Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga or alike.

Get started:

	Saves Time


You can remain stress free when it comes to outsourcing to logistic and road freight specialists. Companies like Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga take minute care of every detail for fast delivery.

Opting for such reputable company will proffer the best truckers. The licensed operators are competent enough to reach the destination without any severe hazard. In any situation, the truckers will make sure to deliver the goods before the deadline. Thus, you can save a lot of time and concentrate on the other arena of your business instead of managing the fleet of trucks and cargos.

[image: Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga]

	Economic 


Hiring trucks to transport your goods is also definitely an economic option. Maintaining a fleet of trucks can drain a good amount of work capital. Furthermore, this will also give rise to several need of warehousing. It is often seen many businessmen without prior knowledge invest in buying fleets and end up facing a huge cash crunch. Due to their debts, a good number of them are even bankrupted. Addressing such crises, it can be said opting for rental is the best bet. Services like Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga offer their clients with the best deals.

	Flexibility


This is yet another advantage you can enjoy. The transportation services also boast gargantuan warehouses to home the goods safely. So, you don’t have to opt for a personal warehouse. Understanding your needs, a company will provide you proper warehouse. Furthermore, the cargos and trucks are also available in different sizes to fit the items. Considering the ease of loading and unloading, the company will assign you fleet of trucks to satisfy your needs.

Not to mention, the vehicles are equipped with state-of-the-art technology with utmost safety. So, your goods and merchandise will remain unhampered irrespective of their nature.

[image: Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga]

	Improvement in Business Process


When it comes to your business, customers long for full transparency. In fact, considering the growth of demand and supply, the customers have become punctual than ever. So, to have a smooth workflow, you have to rely on a transportation service. Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga is one such an organization that takes all the responsibilities to ameliorate one’s business. Therefore, you can elect a company like this to satisfy your customers and to give your business that much-needed momentum to stay ahead the curve.

	Impeccable Customer Service


Tying with the point mentioned above, this is a no-brainer. Business can only become successful when it is able to meet to the customer expectations wholly. Taking advantages of the opportunities given by the transportation company definitely render positive impacts. With fast delivery with zero flaws, you can give your customers an amazing service.

	Hassle-free Process


The entire freight industry as mentioned earlier involves a lot of tasks. Some of the major shortcomings and activities, this particular sector needs to deal with are as follows:

	Abiding various government regulations
	Coping with employee retention
	Driver shortage
	Implementation of technology
	Several environmental issues
	Purchasing of resources like forklifts, pallets


The entire process is quite taxing. However, by hiring an enterprise like Eagle Heights Transportation Company Mississauga, you need not to go through all these hassles.

However, make sure to do a little research before you decide on the company. Always opt for a company with a proven track record and good market reputation. Enjoy a better return on investment as you get the pick of the bunch.
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			One of the best ways to enter any prestigious event is arriving in a limousine. Now, why doesn’t like these? Driven by highly skilled chauffeurs and bringing the coveted privacy, convenience & extravagance opting for limo services is ideal for those with money to spare.

Therefore, whether you’ve bachelorette parties, business events or prom nights to attend, it’s best that you know the different types of limos available. In this way, you can pick the best-suited one for your specific event.

So, without wasting time,

[image: limo services toronto]

Let’s review the Various Kinds of Limousines Available 

	Limo Bus


So, you’re about to head to your wedding reception and you wish to travel together with your bridesmaid and grooms. Well, then think no more and opt for a limousine bus when hiring limo service Toronto.

A limo bus has the capability of housing more than 30 recipients and is currently the largest limousine available. It has the option of disco lights, drinking zones and bar, a proper restroom, leisure and upholstered sofas along with strobes and poles.

	Sedan Limousine


One of the most cost-effective limousines to pick while traveling is the sedan limo. This can seat up to 4 members and additionally ideal for corporate business travel.

Furthermore, traveling in this sedan limo offers a cozy and comfortable ride. Additionally, this one eludes an air of elegance and instills confidence among co-workers and sub-employees to see a client/boss traveling in the epitome of style.

[image: limo services]

	Stretch Limo


If you’re visiting Vegas for your ultimate bachelor’s party, then it is best to do it in style. Thankfully, you can go to your nearest limo service Toronto and pick a stretch limousine to do the same.

The stretched version of a sedan, this stretch limo can seat more than 4 people and is ideal for your bachelor party mates. Besides, each vehicle comes equipped with audio-visual systems, bars with champagne flutes, LED lights, audio-visual systems, etc., that is perfect to set up the mood of a party.

	The Convertible Limo


Are you the flashy type who loves to live each moment in extravagance? Then, if you have a date planned or a college event to attend, go for the extremely appealing convertible limo.

This one moreover, features the option of seating up to 8 people, with the extravagant limo options like entertainment sections, bars, comfy seats, etc.

	Classic Vintage Limousine


If you’re fond of vintage cars, featuring old school broad design then for your wedding party hire the Classic Vintage Limousine from your Toronto limo services.

It has all the modern features of a sedan limo on the inside, but on the outside, it eludes a classic aura that instantly begets attention.

[image: limo service]

	Lincoln Limousine


Last but not least; the Lincoln Limousine is another type that is mostly hired from limo service Toronto. This one comes with adequate seating space, controlled temperature settings, entertainment sections, high-tech navigation controller, and a mini bar, etc.

Basically, this one encompasses elegance, luxury, comfort and style and hence, is an ideal one for low key events, business meetings, and grand outings.

So, depending on the type of requirements you have and the event to attend, pick the correct limo to enter in flair and panache. Just remember to pick the most reputed limo service Toronto in town, to ensure a good functioning model for your purpose.
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			As per Canada SEO company professionals, one of the best ways to feature the numerous pages on your website is mega menus. Now, for a beginner with a new e-commerce or business website, you might wonder what mega menus are?

Well, mega menus consist of an expandable menu in web design where choices are featured in a 2-D dropout layout. These offer an easy yet accessible choice for displaying content and illuminating lower level site pages at one glance.

Check out the Characteristics:

	Divided into categories of group navigations, mega menus feature huge 2-D panels.
	One can visualize what a site offers at one glance.
	Navigation options are structured via layout through icons and topography.
	Menu options feature click, tap or hover.


Now, as per the Canada SEO company experts, mega menus are excellent as they offer users the option to navigate a site deeper with few clicks. However, so many click options can intimidate users too. Hence, while designing a mega menu, business needs careful consideration when it comes to determining the layer and type of mega menu they pick.

This is why; this article will illustrate a few classic examples of the mega menu as pointed out by web design experts, to help you gather an idea about what to pick.

[image: canada seo company]

	Callaway


If you check out the website for Callaway, its mega menu features a clean and crisp drop-down menu that is nicely categorized in the sidebar. Thus, it offers a generic outlook of the website’s content in an appealing way.

	Puma


As per Canada SEO company professionals, puma does it best when it comes to an organized mega menu.  With a simplistic drop-down menu mostly featured for blogs, and e-Commerce website, it offers segregated categories with content featured clearly. Thus, first timers can instantly gather an overview of the site, and decipher what they need with ease.

	Target


Another type of layout you can request from your selected Canada SEO company is that of Target’s. If you view the website you’ll see that Target’s drop-down menu works in a horizontal manner where users can scroll its content via up and down keys. It’s basically easy on the eye and helps users find the right content in a shorter time span.

[image: digital marketing]

	Adidas


If you want something funky and out of the box, another website to take inspiration from is Adidas. This one features a drop-down menu that covers almost the entire page. The menu moreover disappears when you move the mouse away from a particular category you had it pointed at.

	The White House


One of the most exemplary websites with an authentic mega menu lists subcategories under a single category. Additionally, for a website that offers a plethora of information, it’s a most intrinsic category is the news blog section, that lists current affairs with precision for users to find their required information.

Well, there you have it! With these classic examples of mega menus find one which will suit your business or e-commerce best. For a cleaner insight, ask your Canada SEO company to give you an idea about the type of mega menu which will suit your niche best.  So, hurry and make your website a user-friendly one now!
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			Now, the coachwork is a body of an automobile that is drawn by a passage vehicle. So, coach builder refers to the body of the automobile. Recently there has been a rise in luxury coach builder at a global level and here is the market statistics and research. A luxury car is defined to be such a car that provides pleasant facilities that are beyond necessary.

[image: coach builder]

The interior of the car is called coachwork and the companies that focus on building these are called coachbuilder. This coach builder offers high-quality components that are superior in performances and have a very high level of design, comfort, and luxury.

This luxury coach builder market is seeing a boom and last year alone, it has seen a boom of 7.41%. This development is possible due to the rapid development in the modern technology of the current years.

It has been forecasted that it is an ever-growing market and won’t stop any soon. Coachbuilder market has seen a rapid development and growth and is continuing with the same rate for the upcoming decade.

Few of the leading coachbuilders are

	Mitsuoka Motors
	Moal Coachbuilders
	Fioravanti
	TRASCO Bremen GmbH
	Ken Okuyama Cars
	Carrozerria Castagna,
	Zagato Milano
	Carrozzeria Touring Superleggera


[image: luxury coach builder]

Both the global and local markets have been benefited from it. The aspects that have aided the growth are supplieD, profit, price, technology and production capacity. This study provides us the details of the competitive landscape of the coachbuilder and luxury Car Coachbuilding market. The study includes profiles of various Car Coachbuilding companies. We know about the Market Challenge that a company might face like, shrinking of the rates of profits. The recent market is moving towards an eco – friendly cars that are high tech, here we also get the detailed structure of the market trend.

 

What are the key features of the market research in Luxury Car Coachbuilding? 

We get to know about the dynamic elements of global coachbuilders. Their detailed production capacity, specification, increase or decrease in price, supply chain and various growth factors that are responsible to bring in the growth of the luxury car industry. [image: coach build]

The report on the coachbuilders identifies their presence in the global market. SWOT analysis of each project. The growing trends in the Luxury Car Coachbuilding, and how they are feasible for the environment.

The end user demands, revenue, sales, products, and various other restraining factors have been discussed thoroughly in the project. The detailed summary of the key players has been discussed.

With a rising trend of Global Luxury Car Coachbuilder, various opportunities have also grown and that has given a tough competition to each other in this field. In the coming time, eco-friendly cars that are technologically advanced that has an exceeding capacity in the developed markets have been brought in the report. These products are to be escalated in recent times and the market is sure to see a boom. To find more about Coach builder continue reading!
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Ford finally came to the conclusion that it was necessary to launch a new version of the Ford GT. With the war of the supercars, the desire to regain the 24h of Le Mans and the technological advances of the American manufacturer, it was inevitable! It was this morning in Detroit that the veil was raised on the beast under the astonished glances of all the amateurs of the mythical model.

[image: ]

Aggressive silhouette, a few hereditary lines from its predecessor, a lot (a lot) of carbon fiber make the new Ford GT an improved model compared to the previous model. The engine: a V6 bi-turbo EcoBoost of 600hp. The purists will say that the V6 is a bottom check (that, and the transmission double clutch with 7 reports) and others will say that it is part of the evolution of the supercars.

[image: ]

The interior is modern. In 2005, it tried to recreate the entire interior of the original GT 40. In 2016, nothing will be kept. A more modern cockpit has been designed with the F1 style steering wheel controls. Production and price information is not yet available, but we believe the new GT will arrive in dealerships by mid-2016.

[image: ]

It goes without saying that Ferrari should be on his guard!
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For 50 years of the Cobra 427, Shelby will produce 50 copies of a limited edition of the legendary roadster. It was in 1965 that Carroll Shelby produced the very first Shelby Cobra 427. According to Shelby American, Carroll Shelby would have approved the project (and some iterations) before his death in 2012. The first car will be auctioned by Barrett- Jackson on January 13th!

[image: ]

This limited edition will be available in two versions. A version with fiberglass body, Guardsman blue color with white strips and a version with brushed aluminum body (available with or without bands).

If you would like to get a copy of this emblem from American automotive history, prices start at $ 119,995 for the blue fiberglass model or $ 179,995 for the brushed aluminum body. The engine is sold separately!
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It is important, from time to time, to show your appreciation to the tank guys. Yes, you can sometimes populate your Facebook newsfeed with auto videos and technical data. On the other hand, you are rarely ignored when you ask us questions related to the car such as which car to buy, what tire to wear or where the squeak-squeak that your car has been doing for months, Hoping to get a ready-made solution from us. All in all, the people of the automobile are enthusiasts and everything related to the automobile under the tree will charm their hearts. Here are five gifts to offer to a tank guy.

1. Tickets for the Montreal Grand Prix

The Montreal Grand Prix is the Mecca of the automotive community in Quebec. In addition to offering a big weekend of party and stars, the Circuit Gilles Villeneuve welcomes, in addition to the Formula 1, several rounds of support that complete the weekend.

2. Driving an exotic car on a closed circuit

It is possible to try out exotic cars with your foot in the background and safely on a circuit 30 minutes from Montreal. The Mirabel ICAR Circuit offers an array of driving experiences for every budget. Ferrari, Lamborghini, Nissan GT-R, Corvette no matter who to spoil, it will find its account among these cars.

3. Karting sessions

The tank guy wants to prove himself on the kart track. Whether alone or as a group, karting is an easy-to-organize activity, in which everyone can participate. Mirabel Circuit ICAR also offers packages and training for all budgets.

4. Snap-On Tools

Snap-On is for the tools what Louis Vuitton is for the rag. For the tank guy who invests a lot of time on his mechanical hobby, the Snap-On tools are more powerful and have a better durability than the tools found in supermarkets.

5. The Year of the Car

The annual Auto Bible is the annual car bible, the ultimate reference and the perfect last minute gift for the tank guy where he can find all the technical data, tests, photos and comparative as well On the economy cars that cars overpriced.
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Here is a simulation of real-time consumption of a single cylinder of a Top Fuel Dragster engine in NHRA. The engines in this series have 8 cylinders, so the total consumption of a pass is that, eight times!

At first, it is the cylinder at the “idle” and then, the consumption at full speed.

A dragster is said to consume 10 to 12 gallons of nitromethane per pass!
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You’ve probably seen Toyota advertisements claiming that Camry owners are “impulsive” people? And you are not quite convinced? Neither do I. Indeed, the chariot of “matante” par excellence has nothing to charm the impulsive people, and this, since always.

However, Toyota had a little surprise for the performance enthusiasts at the SEMA Show that was taking place in Las Vegas this week. A Camry acceleration of 850ch! And unlike the other cars of this famous exhibition, the creation of the Japanese manufacturer shows nothing in appearance to let appear his performances out of the ordinary. A “sleeper” in good and due form. Impulsivity comes from within. Played well Toyota!

Here are some pictures of the car. And the specifications at the bottom of the article.
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2015 Toyota Camry XSE

Magnuson Products

IPT Performance Transmissions

Plumbing: Goodridge Fluid Transfer Systems

TRD

Magnaflow

Autometer Digital Dash

Impact Racing safety harness

Battery: Optima Yellow Top

Goodyear tires

Nitrous Supply

Seat: Fast Ed’s Interiors

The Polishing Shop

Forged pistons and connecting rods

Suspension: Strut the front and 4-link Live rear axle
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